Introduction: Although conscious, image-forming illusions have been noted in migraine, few studies have specifically sought to collectively evaluate the role of all three parallel visual processing streams in the retinogeniculostriate pathway involved with image-forming vision and their implications in the development of migraine symptoms. Methods: We psychophysically assessed the functionality of the inferred magnocellular (MC), parvocellular (PC), and koniocellular (KC) streams at different hierarchical loci across three clinical groups: individuals who experience migraine with aura (MA; n=13), experience migraine without aura (MWO; n=14), and Controls (n=15). Participants completed four experiments: Experiment 1 designed to assess retinal short-wavelength-sensitive (S-) cone sensitivities; Experiment 2 intended to measure postretinal temporal and spatiochromatic contrast sensitivities; Experiment 3 intended to assess postretinal spatiotemporal achromatic contrast sensitivities; and Experiment 4 designed to measure thalamocortical color discriminations along the three cone-excitation axes. Results: S-cone deficits were revealed with greater retinal areas being affected in MA compared to MWO participants. Findings across the four experiments suggest a prominent retinal locus of dysfunction in MA (lesser in MWO) with potential feedforward compensations occurring within the KC visual stream. Conclusion: Complex, integrative network compensations need to be factored in when considering the dysregulating influences of migraine along the visual pathway.
Introduction
Although there is a strong consensus that migraine begins with cortical hyperexcitability followed by spreading waves of compensatory inhibition throughout the cortical surface, 1 evidence also points to the trigeminovascular system and its associated subcortical and neuroophthalmologic manifestations as the etiological source for migraine. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Whether vasogenic or neurogenic in origin, numerous studies have investigated visual pathway operations in an attempt to identify the pathogenesis of migraine through its characteristic visual symptoms such as triggers, visual snow, halos, phosphenes, paliopsia, and photophobias. 7 Interestingly, many of the hallucinatory symptoms have been identified as stable geometric fortifications (ie, Kluver's forms 8 ) that scale out to the same hexagonally packed cortical hypercolumns of the cortex. 9 From a hierarchical standpoint, this putative mapping implicates early V1 striatal functionality, although more complex illusions have also been identified with V3A and V8. 10 Neuroimaging and behavioral detection and discrimination techniques using various spatiotemporal patterns, colors, forms, or tasks involving word recognition, word priming, or spatial orienting attention have also pointed to visual extrastriate cortical activity in both aura and nonaura migraineurs, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] while V1 processing has been implicated with neuroimaging or with psychophysical threshold measurements of spatiotemporal contrast or texture orientation. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Meanwhile, automated perimetry, temporal flicker, electrooculography and evoked potential measurements have pointed either to subcortical prestriatal deficits, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] or to more peripheral, retina photoreceptor dysregulation 31 or ocular damage based on ischemia and vasospasmic nerve damage similar to that observed in glaucoma. [32] [33] [34] [35] Given the variety of visual deficits reported in migraineurs, it is evident that any dysregulations in the visual pathway are not uniform; rather the symptomatic expressions are probably more specific to one or more of the retinofugal parallel processing streams within the pathway: the magnocellular (MC), the parvocellular (PC), and the koniocellular (KC) stream. Pre-cortical transmission of stimulus information through these anatomically distinct, yet interrelated, streams are ultimately involved with different functional attributes. For example, the luminance-contrast sensitive MC stream involves the summation of longwavelength-sensitive (L) and middle-wavelength-sensitive (M) cones and is usually associated with low spatial, high temporal frequency responses. By comparison, the PC stream is thought to best process high spatial, low temporal luminance and chromatic signals, with the latter transmitting opponent red-green signals derived from the differencing of L-and M-cones. [36] [37] [38] [39] Temporally modulated perimetry has revealed migraine deficiencies aligned with MC operations 21, 27, 40, 41 while periodic contrast sensitivity deficits have suggested PC stream involvement as well. 22, 42 Of particular interest, however, is the KC stream in which the short-wavelength-sensitive (S) cones, through their associated bipolar cells, generate S-ON signals alongside the spatially antagonistic (M+L)-OFF signals found in the bistratified retinal ganglion cells that make up the origins of the "blue-yellow" (B/Y) opponency system. [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] Retinal S-cone functioning can be assessed using shortwavelength automated perimetry (SWAP) or "blue-onyellow" perimetry in which short-wavelength circular "blue" targets presented along varying visual field positions are superimposed on a bright "yellow" background that saturates the rods, L-and M-cones. 48, 49 McKendrick, Cioffi, and Johnson 33 were among the first to compare S-cone sensitivities in migraineurs and controls using SWAP, and found that 50% of their migraine patients had interictal sensitivity loss. Interestingly, these deficits were often localized to one eye, suggesting a prestriatal deficit. Subsequent perimetric evidence also points to S-cone desensitizations. 29, 34 These types of perimetric measurements highlight the importance of examining not only the higher pathways that are associated with migraine-induced perceptions but also the peripheral regions that drive these higher level operations, particularly within the same individual.
Selective migraine deficits have not only been noted in S-cone functionality but also postreceptorally within the KC stream in which elevated increment detection thresholds, decreased contrast sensitivity measures, impaired tritanopic discriminations, and altered suprathreshold color scaling responses to S-cone-related chromaticities have been reported. 15, 16, 29 Although it is tempting to conclude that dysregulations of the S-cones and their associated KC projections are of primary importance when it comes to visual dysfunction in migraine, earlier research has shown that spatial-frequency-responding cells associated with the KC stream can have low-pass spatiotemporal characteristics to chromatic stimuli as well as band-pass spatiotemporal characteristics to achromatic stimuli, 50 both properties that are also identified with MC and PC cells, respectively. 39, 51, 52 These similarities could lead to misleading conclusions that are actually premised on the more dominant PC-and MC-based perceptual properties in humans. Also important is the problem of paradigm specificity in which conclusions drawn from one study may be task-specific and thus not easily generalizable to all migraine visual deficits. To our knowledge, only Shepherd 15 made specific attempts to assess migraine performance deficits by running a series of experiments that facilitated the isolation of processing levels.
Modifying the spatiochromatic and spatiotemporal properties of a stimulus so that it can selectively probe the operations of the three retinogeniculostriate processing streams at different hierarchical levels within the same migraineur, and then comparing these findings to nonmigraine individuals provides a comprehensive analysis of visual deficits and their pathway specificity. Certainly, when it comes to behavioral measures, even psychophysical ones, a cautionary note needs to be given with respect to the functional discreteness that is bound to the stimulus. 53, 54 Psychophysics never completely isolates the operations of parallel streams. However, making inferences about stream biases along with localizing hierarchical process stagings based on research design are valid ones, particularly when the metrics are contextually premised on system, and not unit-level analyses. 55 In the current study, the properties of the three visual streams (MC, PC, KC) in migraineurs with aura (MA) and migraineurs without aura (MWO) were psychophysically assessed in four separate experiments. In order to target different hierarchical processing loci, we measured four different sensitivities: S-cone retinal sensitivity using the SWAP (Experiment 1), postreceptoral chromatic spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity using heterochromatic, isoluminant vertical 2-D Gabors presented steadily or counterphase flickered for maximal PC-and KC-responsivity (Experiment 2), postreceptoral achromatic spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity using heteroluminant Gabors presented steadily or counterphase flickered for maximal PC-and MC-responsivity, respectively (Experiment 3), and postreceptoral/cortical color discriminability along three cardinal chromatic axes using the Cambridge Trivector Colour Test (Experiment 4). Based on past research, we expected to find significantly more migraine-related deficits in measures that probed different hierarchical stages of the S-cone driving KC stream. The logic goes that if the pathophysiology of migraine is similar to that of glaucoma, then the vulnerable S-cones should yield the greatest deficits with the SWAP, with lesser effects showing up for early postreceptoral operations characterized by the contrast measurements and higherend color discrimination perceptions due to cortical redundancies and gain compensations. Alternatively, if indeed migraine is strongly tied to an impairment of GABAergic inhibitory neural networks in the visual cortex, 11, 56 then the resultant disinhibition will compromise receptive field spatial antagonisms, thereby rendering a loss in chromatic or achromatic contrast sensitivity, with little impact on temporal sensitivity. Any extrastriate disruptions should be revealed primarily by the color discrimination task.
Finally, task specificity may be the source of the equivocal MA versus MWO findings; some researchers view MA and MWO to be subtypes of the same pathogenic mechanism in which symptomatic distinctions are based on implicit sensory cortical disruptions. 57, 58 We maintain the MA and MWO distinction to be aligned with extrastriate dysfunctions that may also be associated with MWO nonvisual hallucinatory experiences. 1
Methods Participants
Participants (N=37) were students with normal or corrected-to-normal vision recruited through Lakehead University courses and through posted and electronic advertisements. All were fully informed regarding the nature and procedures of the study and provided written consent. Procedures were reviewed and approved by the university Research Ethics Board.
Fifteen participants (10 female) with no history of migraine or frequent headaches served as Controls. Remaining participants were classified as either MA (n=13; female=11) or MWO (n=14; female=10) in accordance with the International Classification of Headache Disorders guidelines. 59 We compared the findings of our male and female participants and found no significant gender-based chromatic functioning differences. 60 In order to control for the influence of menstrual cycle, we asked all female participants to complete a modified questionnaire regarding their use of birth control and to provide information that could be used as an estimate of menstrual phase. We used the backward count method to identify mid-follicular and late luteal phases of their cycle. 61 Again, our results showed no significant difference in menstrual phase across groups. Similarly, no significant differences were found for individuals taking and not taking birth control across groups.
MA participants were required to have visual aura symptoms for 3 years. .28] groups. Collectively, the MIDAS scores indicated that the majority of participants were in the moderate to severe range of disability with comparable levels of experienced pain (0='no pain' to 10='extreme') during an average headache (MA mean = 6.61 ± 1.89; MWO mean = 6.14 ± 2.03). A series of t-tests revealed no significant differences in average lifetime duration of migraine headaches (MA: 10.5 ± 7.58 years; MWO: 9.6 ± 6.3 years), average number of headaches experienced per month (MA: 2.75 ± 2.6; MWO: 4 ± 3.46), average duration of each headache episode (MA: 5.45 ± 6.4 hrs; MWO: 9.16 ± 13.3 hrs), and average time since last headache (MA: 22.75 ± 18.82 days; MWO: 19.9 ± 9.45 days). All migraineurs were tested interictally at least 24 hrs after their last attack.
Screening Procedures
All participants had a Freiburg Visual Acuity Test (FrACT) near acuity score greater than 0.04 log MAR and none had color vision deficits (Ishihara pseudoisochromatic 24-plate edition). None of the participants had any acute or chronic eye disorders, history of glaucoma, hyper/ hypotension, diabetes, or epilepsy. Also, no participants were taking any anti-migraine medication nor did they experience a migraine attack within a 48 hr period prior to testing.
Calibration
For all displays used in all of the experiments, luminance, chromatic and CRT gamma-corrections calibrations were done using a Minolta™ colorimeter (Cambridge Research Systems (CRS), Rochester, UK) and a high accuracy, multielement array spectroradiometer (RadOMA™ GS-1253; Gamma Scientific, San Diego, California) traceable to NIST standards.
Experiment 1: Short-Wavelength Automated Periphery (SWAP)
SWAP measurements were conducted using an AP200BY Automated Perimeter (Opto-Global, Adelaide, South Australia). Participants positioned themselves on a chinrest and monocularly viewed (through their preferred dominant eye) a stimulus bowl that covered 100°of their visual field. The background of the bowl was illuminated with a bright (100 cd/m 2 ) 530-nm "yellow" light, thus controlling for rods and M-and L-cone inputs. Participants darkadapted for 5 mins and then focused on a 640-nm "red" fixation point while adapting to the "yellow" background for 3 mins. Following light adaptation, participants were given a joystick and asked to indicate when they perceived the Goldmann Size V 440-nm "blue" circular target (1.72º) that was presented along 162 points across the visual field. This provided a topographical map of the participant's retinal sensitivity to the target. The apparatus tracked pupil position using an infrared camera to ensure proper foveal fixation and target image positioning at designated retinal positions. A Blue-on-Yellow Threshold Strategy (Opto AP200 Automated Perimeter Operators Manual, vers 3.01) was used to ascertain the average S-cone sensitivity directly as 1/threshold in decibels (±1dB) per visual field position (or point) and compared them across MA, MWO and Control groups. The dB thresholds were based on participant responses to varying illuminances of the "blue" target, which had a range of 5 log apostilb units, with every log change corresponding to 10 dB. Points not perceived by the participant were assigned a negative value (−1 dB) and subtracted from all other measured points. To ensure validity, we removed any false-positive errors (ie, participants pressing the button when no stimuli are present) and falsenegative errors (ie, no response when retested on an area that has been previously tested positive) at or greater than 20%.
Positional sensitivity comparisons were made across nine sections: the central, paracentral superior temporal, peripheral superior temporal, paracentral inferior temporal, peripheral inferior temporal, paracentral inferior nasal, peripheral inferior nasal, paracentral superior nasal, and peripheral superior nasal retina. Points within the central region were located at 1º (3 points) 3º (6 points) and 6º (12 points) eccentricity. For the paracentral quadrants, points were located at 10º (5 points), 15º (5 points), and 22º (6 points) eccentricity. For the peripheral quadrant, points were located at 30º (6 points), 40º (6 points), and 50º (6 points) eccentricity. Figure 1A illustrates the location of all the sectors.
Experiment 2: Periodic Chromatic Contrast
To assess postretinal opponent sensitivities, vertical bichromatic, near isoluminant sinusoidal Gabors were presented that selectively isolated either S-(L+M) or L-M geniculate cone vectors. 62 The varying "red-togreen" (R/G) or "blue-to-yellow" (B/Y) peak-to-trough modulations infer chromatic contrast functionalities of the PC and KC streams, respectively. 63, 64 The spatiotemporal stimuli were presented on a gamma-corrected Viewsonic G225 21-inch CRT monitor with a resolution of 1024x768 pixels at 150 Hz, driven by an NVIDIA GeForce 6600 LE graphics card on a Dell Dimension DXP051 computer with a 3.2 GHz processor. The heterochromatic sinusoids were presented at spatial frequencies of 0.5, 1.5, and 4 cycles/degree (cpd). Both 0 Hertz (Hz) steady-state presentations and 4 Hz temporal counterphase (180°peak-to-trough) modulations were used for each spatial frequency. All stimulus onset and offset presentations were convolved with a temporal gaussian envelope. For the R/G sinusoids, the peak "red" was 0.3828, 0.2846 and the trough "green" was 0.2639, 0.3772 in 1931 CIE x, y coordinates. For the B/Y sinusoids, the "blue" peak was 0.2739, 0.2263 and the "yellow" trough was 0.4280, 0.4976. The spatiochromatic contrast varied across individual linear vectors between the above CIE specified In terms of L-, Mand S-cone excitation, percent contrast relative to the background (C) for the endpoints in the R/G Gabor translated into C L = 7.42; C M = −14.68; C S = −0.52 for the "red" peak and C L = −6.58; C M = 13.01; C S = −19.01 for "green" trough. For the B/Y Gabor, the "blue" peak and "yellow" trough was C L = −0.01; C M = 0.02; C S = 87.99 and C L = 2.01; C M = −3.88; C S = −87.27, respectively. 65 The periodic stimuli were presented binocularly with the participant positioned 75 cm from the display. Testing began after a seven-minute dark-adapt followed by 3 mins light-adapt to the D 65 background. Participants were randomly assigned to complete either the R/G or B/ Y presentations first. Relative chromatic contrast thresholds based on CIE distance modulation from the endpoints were assessed using a 2-AFC, two interleaved staircase procedure with maximum and minimum starting contrasts. Each grating was presented for 1 s within a 5°-dia windowed Gabor (σ xy =0.8). Participants indicated with a response pad whether the Gabor appeared on the left or right side of an 18-cd/m 2 "white" crosshair. Contrast varied using 0.1 logarithmic steps that required one correct response for an increase and three incorrect responses for a decrease in step size. Each staircase terminated after four practice trials and six experimental trial reversals. The geometric mean of the reversals defined chromatic contrast threshold. The inverse defined R/G and B/Y contrast sensitivities.
Experiment 3: Achromatic Luminance Contrast Sensitivity
Luminance-based contrast sensitivity measures were made using a high-resolution Nanao 9080i colour monitor driven by a 32-bit microprocessor (Texas Instruments Volante 34,020 GSP) specialized for graphics operations. The luminance range was expanded using a resistance gray-scale expander box into 32,768 monochrome levels. The spatial (0.5, 1.5 and 4.0 cpd) and temporal (0 and 4 Hz) frequencies and the spatiotemporal envelopes were the same as that used with the chromatic contrast experiment. Prior to testing, participants dark-adapted for 7 mins, followed by 3 mins of light adapt to a spatial averaged 13.6 cd/m 2 "gray" background. Maximum luminance values for the gratings were 20.2 cd/m 2 for the peak and 10.3 cd/m 2 for the trough. The psychophysical procedure was the same as in Experiment 3. Again, we assumed the steadily presented high spatial frequencies preferentially activated the luminance-based (L+M) PC streams, and the lower spatial-frequency Gabors presented in counterphase temporal flicker optimally activated the MC stream. 55
Experiment 4: Cambridge Colour Test
The Cambridge Trivector Colour Test [Cambridge Research Systems (CRS), Rochester, UK] measures color discrimination sensitivity along the three cardinal protan, deutan or tritan trivector axes, 66 and has been used to assess KC and PC stream irregularities in other disorders such as Parkinson's disease. 67 Norms for this test have been shown to be reliable and valid. 68 The test stimuli were presented on a 309-cm distanced, 22-inch Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 2070 monitor powered by a CRS ViSaGe stimulus generator with 14-bit resolution per color channel at a 200 Hz frame rate. Landolt C-shaped rings (7.6°o.d.; 3.81°i.d.) were presented within random luminance noise and composed of isoluminant chromatic dots that varied from the background along one of the three trivector axes based on CIE 1976 (u' v') color space coordinates (See Figure 5 ). Participants indicated the location of the 1°"C" gap at one of four (up, down, left, right) possible positions using a 4-button infrared response box. To identify the position of the gap, participants were forced to use one of the three cardinal chromatic differences. The trivector test measures color discrimination thresholds specific to the three-cone fundamentals associated with "red-green" (PC) and "blue-yellow" (KC) streams. 66, 69 
Results

Experiment 1: Short-Wavelength Automated Perimetry (SWAP)
In order to analyze the differences in specific SWAP quadrants across groups, a mixed-design ANOVA with Group (MA, MWO, Control) as the between-subject factor and the nine SWAP quadrants as the within-subject factor was run on S-cone sensitivity (in dB) as the dependent variable. Based on Wilks' criterion, a significant multivariate Group effect was found, F (18, 60) = 2.47, p = 0.005, partial η 2 = 0.42. Planned between-Group contrasts within each quadrant were assessed through simple-effect analyses. Results indicated a significant difference between Control and MA in the following quadrants: central (p = 0.01), paracentral superior nasal (p = 0.02), paracentral superior temporal (p = 0.038), paracentral inferior temporal (p = 0.002), peripheral inferior nasal (p = 0.013), and peripheral inferior temporal (p = 0.041). Significant differences between Control and MWO were identified for only the central (p = 0.045) and paracentral superior nasal (p = 0.014) quadrants. Control, MA and MWO group quadrant means ± SEM are presented in Figure 1B -D, respectively. An ANOVA also revealed a significant group effect, F (4, 68) = 4.55, p = 0.04, partial η 2 = 0.135, on the overall average dB levels. Planned comparisons revealed significant differences between MA and Control (p = 0.03).
Experiment 2: Chromatic Spatial Contrast Sensitivity
The difference in contrast sensitivity as a function of Group and temporal modulation (steady 0 Hz, temporally modulated 4 Hz) were examined for the two chromatic contrast conditions (R/G, B/Y) in two separate ANOVAs. With respect to the R/G contrasts, no significant findings were obtained. R/G contrast sensitivity plots are shown in Figure 2 . For clarity, all contrast sensitivity data are fitted with a double exponential function. 70 In terms of the B/Y contrasts, significant Group differences were found for the steady, 0-Hz presentations F (6, 74) = 3.731, p= 0.001, partial η 2 = 0.247 (see Figure 3 , upper panel a). Planned comparisons for this analysis identified significant differences between MA and Control for stimuli at 0.5 cpd (p = 0.022), 1.5 cpd (p = 0.008), and 5 cpd (p = 0.04). Interestingly, post hoc analyses revealed lowered MA sensitivities for the mid-to high-spatial frequencies, but improved sensitivity at the low 0.5 cpd frequency. For the MWO group, the only significant difference from Control was at 1.5 cpd (p = 0.003). For the temporally modulated (4 Hz) B/Y stimuli, no significant differences were observed across groups (see Figure 3 , lower panel b).
Experiment 3: Achromatic Contrast Sensitivity
Similar to the chromatic contrast sensitivity analysis, separate ANOVAs were used to investigate Group differences for stable (0 Hz) and temporally modulated (4 Hz) stimuli. A significant difference was found for the 0-Hz condition, F(6,74)= 3.40, p= 0.004, partial η 2 = 0.221, with planned contrasts showing a significant difference between the MWO and Control groups at 0.5 cpd (p = 0.04) and 4 cpd (p = 0.009). Spatial and spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity plots are shown in Figure 4 , panels a and b, respectively.
Experiment 4: Cambridge Colour Test
Color discrimination thresholds along the trivector axes did not show any significant differences across groups. However, a marginal effect was noted along the tritan confusion line for the MA group [t(23) = 1.846, p = 0.078]. We also created MacAdam discrimination ellipses based on eight vectors initiated within CIE u' v' colour space. Ellipse data were analyzed with Kruskal-Wallis H-tests which showed no significant group differences (p > 0.05); however, a strong negative correlation for the MA group was identified between the color discrimination along the tritan line and the SWAP measures, Spearman's r(7) = −0.782, p < 0.01 suggesting that with lower retinal S-cone sensitivity comes greater perceived color discriminability along the tritan vector. The mean and standard error of the measure for each group are listed in Table 1 and depicted in Figure 5 .
Discussion
Both perimetric and psychophysical measurements were used to assess the properties of the three visual streams in individuals with migraine. Results from our SWAP measurements in Experiment 1 identified significantly reduced sensitivity across much of the MA-group visual field suggesting reduced S-cone sensitivity throughout central and peripheral regions of the retina. Hypersensitivities were also observed with the MWO group, although this occurred in fewer quadrants. These results suggest that S-cone retinal deficits are most pronounced in MA and are consistent with earlier SWAP studies that reported S-cone deficits in periods between headache attacks. 34, [40] [41] [42] However, unlike these studies, we found far more obvious deficits, possibly because we used direct average values that were not influenced by a potentially compromised normalized population. Furthermore, specific analyses of the retinal quadrants provided additional information that suggests a more widespread MA deficiency than previously reported, 33 are more characteristic of glaucomatous ocular fluid dynamics 71, 72 and supports an overall disruption of the S-cones throughout the retina mosaic. The nature of S-cone abnormalities has been linked to glaucoma-like damage due to ocular vascular dysregulation within the eye, which would initially affect the disease-vulnerable S-cone system. 34, 42, 73 Cortical blood flow is certainly diminished during migraine attacks, 74 and vascular dysregulation has been shown to extend to peripheral locations such as the fingers of migraine patients. 75 Therefore, it is possible that ischemic, hypoxic, or vasospasmic damage may occur within the retina due to this dysregulation. However, Harle et al 76 have challenged this proposition, by noting that most S-cone deficits are primarily neural in nature. Also, functional changes associated with postreceptoral S-cone contrast tend to be independent of nonneural factors. 77 In Experiment 2, heterochromatic isoluminant Gabors were presented to selectively assess PC (R/G) and KC (B/Y) stream operations at the postreceptoral, chromatic opponency level. The contrast sensitivity measures showed no apparent differences with stimuli that preferentially activated the PC stream. No significant differences were found between groups for any of the spatial frequencies tested, whether temporally modulated at 4 Hz or not. On the other hand, the B/Y chromatic contrast stimuli that probed KC stream operations revealed that the MA group had significantly reduced sensitivity compared to Control with the steadily presented 1.5 and 4.0 cpd Gabor presentations, but enhanced sensitivity when presented with the lowest 0.5 cpd Gabor. This surprising turnaround may be a reflection of the low-pass properties identified with magno-type KC cells that are still driven by S-cones 50 compared to the bandpass properties of PC cells putatively driven by an L-, M-and an S-cone luminance gain system. 52 It is possible that with lowered S-cone retinal output in MA individuals comes a decrease in lowfrequency B/Y sensitivity that is dominated by ventral KC operators, while with higher spatial frequencies comes a more pronounced L-and M-cone contribution due to the diminution of S-cone antagonism. In effect, this can produce a greater signal weight for the "yellow" and therefore augment PC-type luminance signals for cortical interpretation despite the near isoluminance of the Gabor. 78 This possible balancing act between KC and PC functioning was further examined in Experiment 3, in which luminance-based Gabors that optimally activated PC or MC streams were presented; however, no significant static or temporal differences at any spatial frequency were identified with the MA group. Compared to the Control, Distances from the origin represent color discriminability along protan (P), deutan (D), and tritan (T) confusion lines. Threshold points are shown in the enlargement color space to the right. The further away from the origin, the greater the just noticeable difference between the color of the Landolt "C" and the background necessary to identify the orientation of the "C" gap (ie, lower discriminability).
only non-aura migraineurs showed significant increases in sensitivity with the 0.5-cpd steady Gabors and significant decreases in sensitivity with the 4.0-cpd steady Gabors (See Figure 4A ). Why this frequency-dependent reversal in sensitivity, especially with luminance gratings, remains unclear unless the MWO condition somehow selectively dysregulates both PC and MC systems similar to what was described above with the KC subsystems in MA. However, any involvement with MC should have been revealed as sensitivity shifts with the 4-Hz achromatic presentations, which showed no such effect.
The specific lack of PC-and MC-contrast deficits, particularly with our R/G and achromatic conditions, differs from studies that have found equivalent deficits across PC and MC streams. 21 This may be due to several factors. First, it is possible that studies that have identified MC deficits were actually derived from disrupted ventral KC and not MC cells, 43 although all temporally modulated stimuli in our study including B/Y temporal modulation produced no significant group effects questioning the role of a selective ventral KC dysregulation. Second, the majority of studies that have identified MC migraine effects used temporally modulated perimetry that measures visual field flicker thresholds 41 and this technique does not necessarily involve postreceptoral spatial or temporal contrast processing. Third, our sample of migraine sufferers had a lower mean age than those of most other studies, which means that our participants had also been suffering from headaches for a shorter period of time. As such, the deficits associated with the MC, and to a lesser extent the PC, stream could be a senescent or lifetime duration factor.
Results from the Cambridge Colour Test provided some interesting results, although the mean differences across groups failed to reach statistical significance. Discriminability along the tritan axis for MA versus Controls approached significance (p = 0.078); however, the direction of this difference was opposite of what we expected, with the MA group showing improved discrimination sensitivity as compared to Controls (ie, smaller chromatic threshold differences, or just noticeable differences, between the Landolt "C" and background; see Figure 5 ). This was further evinced by the significant negative correlation we found between the MA group Cambridge Test and SWAP data. The overall MA S-cone deficits found with SWAP should have instigated longer, not shorter, discriminability distances along the tritan confusion line. This apparent contradiction may be due to differences in a functional converging hierarchy where postreceptoral color differences are based not so much on specific cone output, but on opponent channels derived by the sums and differences of cone outputs. This means that stimulus chromaticities that are modulated along one of the three cardinal axes may be perimetrically and psychophysically separable but are still intercorrelated when it comes to higher-level color discrimination by means of a mutually inclusive weighted L-and M-cone gain operation 52, 79 that is compensating for the S-cone deficiencies, possibly at the level of the ganglion cell or LGN. [80] [81] [82] Further evidence for this proposition stems from the fact that excursions from the neutral point along the protan and deutan lines were also shortest for the MA participants, albeit not statistically different from the other groups. Similarly unlike SWAP, the Cambridge Color Test relies on converging properties of a large amount of cones across various regions of the retina. Although SWAP sensitivity was reduced in MA, some peripheral quadrants of the retina still remained normal. Postreceptoral color discrimination is less based on cone numbers, and more on complex interconnected neural connections of large variegated cell types. 83 The summation of subsensitive and normally sensitive early receptive fields could potentially lead to increased color discrimination capabilities in the MA group, again, based on neural convergence properties.
The nature and functional impact of S-cone deficits in migraineurs and the associated KC stream require further exploration. It is apparent that integrative network complexities need to be factored in when considering the dysregulating influences of migraine on the visual pathway and its resultant perceptions-illusory or otherwise.
Our SWAP results are in general agreement with previous studies that have identified a pre-striatal retinal locus of dysfunction in migraine S-cone functionality. 29, 40, 42 However, whereas other studies have identified these deficits in specific hemifields, our analysis suggests that MA deficits exist across large areas of the retina, including both central and peripheral locations. MWO individuals tended to have slightly lower and less widespread subsensitivities, suggesting that although similar, there is a unique property of MA that may cause additional stress to the visual system.
Postreceptorally, our contrast measurements showed that MA individuals have a sensitivity deficit when presented with B/Y Gabors at KC peak and higher frequencies, but a surprising reduction at the lower 0.5-cpd KC frequency band ( Figure 3A ). This hints at a possible role for the magno-type ventral KC cells in the LGN, which are more involved with the motion aspects of vision and nonimage forming functions within the superior colliculus, including reflexive control of eye moments. However, such a ventral enhancement should have been apparent when MA participants viewed the temporally modulated B/Y Gabors. Instead, this condition produced very little group separation. Interestingly, the middle KC layers (between the PC layers of the LGN) are thought to be more involved with S-(L+M) or "y-b" opponency with direct projections to V1 blobs, 43, 50 and indeed the diminished output of S-cones in MA individuals appears to have influenced the mid-to-high frequency sensitivity range in our steady, B/Y contrast condition. MWO participants also showed a strange sensitivity enhancement at low achromatic spatial frequencies but diminishment at high frequencies. However, as already noted with the MA group, this predictor of MC involvement did not reveal itself when the MWO participants were presented with any of the 4-Hz spatiotemporal stimulus conditions. With the higher-ordered trivector color task, it became clear that the S-cone subsensitivities identified in SWAP did not extend to color discrimination performance, which instead revealed a heightened discriminability along the tritan confusion line for the MA group. We propose that this may be due to a higher-level pathway compensation possibly involving PC inputs.
Researchers have suggested that the broad cortical dysfunction, cortical spreading depression, is one of the key pathophysiological differences between MA and MWO. It, therefore, remains reasonable to assume that this may be why some of our experimental tasks tended to differentiate MA from MWO performances. Having said this, however, our results also show, from a hierarchical neural perspective, that retinal S-cone deficiencies precede postretinal abnormalities with the latter seeming to compensate for the former dysregulation.
Our findings have to be viewed with some caveats in mind. The participants were young adults with lifetime duration of migraine headaches of about 10 years. Whether the same results would be obtained with an older sample with a longer history of migraine remains to be seen. Also, although we found no gender differences, there were more females participating in this study. Future work needs to ascertain if similar findings hold across sexes.
In summary, the integration of perimetric and higherend psychophysical measures represents an improved method for identifying the locus of migraine-related visual deficits and the potential processing links of these levels of operation. Future studies should seek to continue to combine these methods, as well as integrate physiological or brain imaging techniques to further our understanding of migraine and its associated spatiotemporal neural events. Finally, there is a definite need for longitudinal neuro-and psychometric analysis across pre(post)-ictal, ictal and interictal periods of migraine to further assess the progression of cortical spreading depression with putative hierarchical visual disruptions or deficits. Such studies would help identify whether deficits exist prior to the onset of migraine headaches, or whether they are the result of migraines themselves with a dependency on the duration and/or frequency of the disorder.
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